ABSTRACT. Let AI, be commutative semlslmple Banach algebras and A 1 02 A 2 be their projective tensor product. We prove that, if A 10
U.B. T#ARI, M. DUTTA AND SHOBHA MADAN locally compact abelian group H, then it is well known (Theorem 3.2 ot [3] ) that LI(G,A) is isometrically isomorphic to LI(G x H). Thus LI(G,A) is a group algebra if A is a group algebra. We shall prove that the converse is also true.
There is another way of looking at this problem. It is known that LI(G,A) is isometrically isomorphic to LI(G) @2
A (see 6.5 of [4] This is in contrast to the appro.ch of Gelbaum [5] and [6] . Our result for LI(G,A) readily follows from this. The main tool in our investigation is a theorem of Rieffel [7] characterizing group algebras. In this paper, Rieffel Gelbaum [5] and Tomiyama [9] [7] ). Therefore, lal is well defined.
In [7] , a L'-induclng m.l.f, is defined to be a m.l.f, which satisfies the following condition in addition to (i) (5).
(6) For a,b
A, la.bl < lal Ibl.
However, White [17] has shown that a m.l.f, satisfying (i)- (5) automatically satisfies (6) , and hence our definition is equivalent to that of [7] . 
